




I am glad to know that Faculty of Engineering and Technology (FET), Manav 
Rachna International Institute of Research and Studies, is bringing out the 
Technical  Magazine, INGENIEUR SPHEERE. I take this opportunity to 
congratulate the management, faculty members, students, the editorial 
board and all the contributors for helping in bringing out this issue.

By nature, human beings have a strong unending urge for self-expression 
through creative endeavours. The magazine INGENIEUR SPHERE is a 
platform to give expression to the thoughts, ideas and the artistic pursuit of 
students. This is the age of cut throat competition in every field of activity. 
Apart from being adept in the field of study, one needs to have a holistic 
development of personality and this is our priority. The magazine 
INGENIEUR SPHERE is a unique blend of art and technology, and it allows 
for new medium and avenues of expression to be explored in amazing 
ways. Our budding engineers definitely have hidden technical talents 
struggling to find a medium of expression. I am glad that FET has created 
this avenue for the students.

I send my best wishes to the whole team of the magazine INGENIEUR 
SPHERE. I am very sure that under the dynamic leadership of Dr. Prashant 
Bhalla, President MREI and Dr. Amit Bhalla, Vice President MREI, the 
tireless effort of FET, the editorial team INGENIEUR SPHERE and  
enthusiasm of the students, the magazine will be a true mirror, reflecting 
the creativity as well as the outstanding  achievements of the students.

Dr. N.C. Wadhwa

Dr. N.C. Wadhwa

Vice Chancellor

I have always fostered the idea that educational institutes must provide 
maximum avenues to students to identify themselves their physical, 
mental, emotional, visible and hidden potential. Manav Rachna 
International Institute of Research and Studies earnestly to provide them 
adequately with such facilities in the form of sports, cultural activities, 
professional visits, workshop experiences and exposure to industries. The 
technical magazine INGENIEUR SPHERE published by Faculty of 
Engineering and Technology, is yet another corner stone in this direction. 
This magazine opens a new canvas for the students for expressing their 
creative talents, sharing their views and feelings on different aspects and 
shades of technology. This journey goes a long in stimulating and training 
their minds to learn, assimilate and express. 

Shaping the magazine into something aesthetic, innovative, distinct, 
consistent and meaningful is certainly a gratifying experience. It is rather a 
daunting challenge, but the final triumph in giving shape to the students 
vision endows them with a sense of accomplishment.

I congratulate all the students, faculty members and editorial team who 
have contributed in making this venture a success.

Prof. (Dr.) M.K.Soni

Dr. M.K.Soni

Pro - Vice Chancellor



True education is the education that encompasses intellectual, moral, 
emotional, social and physical dimensions. With primary purpose to assist 
students in grooming them to become active and contributing member of 
the society, We encourage students to work towards developing social, 
artistic, athletic, cultural, emotional, moral, societal and humanistic 
elements of their lives. Every student is special, and we believe that given 
the right environment and ample opportunities, every student has the 
potential of shining in one field or the other.

Technical Magazine INGENIEUR SPHERE being published  by Faculty of 
Engineering and Technology is one such prospect where each and every 
student is welcomed to express and explore his/her creative urge. It is 
heartening to note that our students, who are primarily technically 
inclined, do not lack in expressing their ideas. I am pleased that the students 
and faculty editorial team members have extremely enthusiastic in bringing 
out  INGENIEUR SPHERE and have whole heartedly contributed in making 
the magazine a window through which we can gaze at the young and 
energetic lives of our students, their thoughts and dreams, their aspirations 
and hopes.

I congratulate each and every person who has contributed in bringing out 
INGENIEUR SPHERE.

Prof. (Dr.) Naresh Grover

Dr. Naresh Grover

Dean Academics



In a young person's life choosing a career and that too in a right way, is 
highly significant. The students of Faculty of Engineering and Technology, 
Manav Rachna International Institute of Research and Studies have decided 
to be engineers. Engineers are the backbone of the developments in any 
country. Technological development alone will take India to the forefront 
of developed nations and the speed of this  technological revolution will be 
due to the contribution of students. I hope our students will actively 
participate in the process of building a prosperous and technologically  
advanced India.

In the journey of life, the path one takes is as important as the destination 
itself. While pursuing one's education, one should pause and introspect! 
The question one may ask oneself is — Are we really fully utilising the 
opportunities offered to us? In the ever changing and highly competitive 
environment of today, it is imperative to make each day a new learning  
experience. MRIIRS presents ample opportunities to the students to make 
their personality multi-faceted by giving them a chance to be a part of 
various co-curricular activities. I am pleased that the Faculty of Engineering 
and Technology magazine INGENIEUR SPHERE has given our students an 
opportunity to explore their talents in technical writing and a medium of 
expression. My best wishes to all the students, faculty members and 
editorial team members who have contributed in making the magazine a 
reality.

Prof. (Dr.) Krishna Kant

Dr. Krishna Kant

Executive Director & Dean, FET

MRIIRS has its origins in Career Institute of Technology and Management (CITM), an 
esteemed educational entity, which originated in 1997. CITM was accredited by the NBA 
twice, first in the year 2003 for three B.Tech Programmes and next in 2007 for four B.Tech 
Programmes. In July 2008, Govt. of Haryana granted Autonomous Status to the Institute. 
Subsequently, in October 2008 Ministry of HRD, Govt. of India conferred "Deemed to be 
University" status on the Institute. The institute was named as Manav Rachna International 
Institute of Research and Studies (MRIIRS) in 2018.

MRIIRS is accredited with "A" Grade by NAAC (An autonomous institution of the UGC). 
Faculty of Engineering end Technology (FET), a part of Manav Rachna International Institute 
of Research & Studies is a foreground of future engineers and entrepreneurs. With eye 
soothing greenery greeting the entrance of the engineering block, it has been harbour where 
skills meet creativity. FET has been ranked among "Top 5 Emerging Engineering Colleges" by 
India Today and Top Engineering Institution in '"Indian Rankings 2018" by NIRF, Ministry Of 
Human Resource and Development, Government of India. With 11 distinguished 
departments (Aeronautics, Automobile, Biotechnology, Civil, Mechanical, Computer 
Science, Electrical, Electronics Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics), it stands strong in this 
competitive world. Believing in making students self-competent and self-reliant; FET has 
always been a buzzing ground with lot of international and national conferences, workshops, 
seminars happening throughout the year under the aegis of student chapters of various 
professional bodies like CSI, ASHRAE, IETE, QCI, IEEE, ACM to name a few. With top notch 
faculties on one hand and state of the art facilities on the other, FET students have been 
stealing the lime light globally and bringing laurels to the college. Some notable achievements 
include winning Microsoft Imagine Cup, Shell Eco Marathon, Manila, BAJA USA and Grid 
Tech etc.

Unfurling every student's desire to be a global citizen in this small world, FET boasts of 
international tie ups with Curtin University; Australia, 'Lahti University; Finland and few 
significant others. For a student's academic proficiency, FET has always been a good sport 
offering a mix of extra-curricular and the college curriculum. FET has hit the student chords 
with industry academia collaborations like Su-Kam, IBM and JBM and quenching the 
entrepreneur thirst with Business Incubators. FET has a very good track record of placement 
of student. A large number of students have been successfully placed in reputed organizations 
such as TCS, Infosys, L&T, Infotech, HCL Technologies, Maruti Suzuki, Huawei Technologies, 
NIIT Technology, Microsoft, l- Flex, Dell, Oracle, Nokia Siemens, Ericsson, Cease Fire, 
Escorts, Sandvik Coromant, Wipro, JBM, Hewitt Technology, Capital IQ, Dota64, Life Cell 
International etc. and have earned salary packages as high as Rs. 8 lac per annum. With 
aspired placements, and inspiring alumni-record FET has been a pride and continuously 
thrives for the best. Continuing the journey of quality education, four departments of FET 
(Computer Science & Engineering, Electronics & Communication Engineering, Mechanical 
Engineering, Bio-Technology) are accredited by National Board of Accreditation (NBA).
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CRISPR/Cas-9 machinery
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Dr. Pushpa Tomar
Associate Professor

Department of BioTechnology

3-D structure of Cas-9 protein.



Navlekha
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Tuned Mass Damper

Mr. GIFT PON LAZARUS D
Assistant Professor

Department of Civil Engineering
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Self Driving Car Crashes:
Who is to blame?

Mr. Shikhar Gupta
Student-3rd Sem

Department of ECE
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